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Introduction
Always looking out for that unusual rifle, I recently discovered this prototype Parker Hale GP24 for sale on the Isle of
Man. Buying a prototype rifle requires extreme caution, especially if the rifle never entered production as you have no
idea how much development has taken place prior to the work ceasing. In a nutshell you don't know what wrong with
the rifle. Early and mid prototype rifles available on the open market are in essence for study, for the collector or the

museum as they are unlikely to be suitable for shooting. Final prototypes or pre-production models are more likely to
be in a “shootable” condition as it will be at this stage in their development, that the rifles are being tested on the
range and being fine tuned ready for production. As this rifle had past proofed, I assumed it was therefore safe to shoot
and would at least shoot single shot.
The rifle above is serial No 001 and upon arrival, the magazine was missing, but otherwise at first impression the rifle
looked relatively serviceable. Taking
the rifle into the workshop I went
through some preliminary checks,
which highlighted two faults. The rifle
would not feed reliably from a standard AR15 magazine and if the trigger
was pulled hard enough, you could
forcefully overcome the safety catch. If
that was all I could find wrong with the
rifle, I was extremely pleased.
History
The Parker Hale GP24 was a bolt-action rifle designed and manufactured by Parker Hale Ltd, Birmingham, England. I
am somewhat confused by the final stages of Parker Hale’s history but as far as I can ascertain, in November 2000, John
Rothery (Wholesale) Co. Ltd purchased the brand name Parker-Hale and continue to manufacture many of the gun
care items and accessories, but discontinued any firearm production. John Rothery website states that Parker Hale
lacked the investment necessary to enable the company to compete effectively in newly emerging markets and
therefore Parker Hale was sold to the Midlands engineering group.
However my research also mentions the involvement of the Gibbs Rifle Company in the USA and that they went on to
produce the Parker Hale Scout in the early 1990’s, which somewhat confuses matters as these rifles are stamped
Parker Hale Ltd, Birmingham, England. The GP24 is chambered for 5.56 NATO, utilises 10, 20 & 30-round NATO
STANAG magazines and uses a bolt mechanism similar to the Steyr SSG 69, which was a major departure from Parker
Hales traditional mauser style actions.
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The GP24 was first revealed to the public at the Atlanta Shot Show in 1999 Atlanta, which may highlight Gibb’s
involvement and was still undergoing field trials when Parker Hale was bought by John Rothery Wholesale in the
following year. It was at this point that all production of firearms by Parker Hale was halted and the GP24 was
consigned to the history books. The picture shown on the previous page is available on the Internet but the quality is
poor and therefore I cannot ascertain any worthwhile information. It may be a earlier prototype as the are similarities
but the receiver format is quiet different to the rifle discussed in this report.
On the Milsurps website there was further information, however in my opinion, there were some
inaccuracies. It stated that the GP24 Ser No 0001
was trailed by the Australian Army. However I
have concerns with this statement, Ser No 0001
cannot feed reliably from a AR15 magazine and
the safety catch failed, therefore it would have
not been entered into any trial until these faults
had been rectified. Secondly the Australian Army
had accepted the Steyr AUG as their 5.56mm
replacement for the Australian L1A1. It would be
interesting to see what role a bolt action 5.56mm
rifle could fill. Although an assumption, if the rifle
did go to Australia, I feel it would be more for display purposes or for the
domestic market than for a formal military trial. Apparently only three rifles
where produced, I have never seen 0002 or 0003 and I purchased 0001 from a
private seller on the Isle of Man.
As to the magazine article, I cannot vouch for the personal discussions that
where mentioned, but I can confirm the barrel is a 1 in 8 twist and the barrel is
not free floating.
Initial range test
I am not a collector, I have to enjoy my rifles and that means from time to time
they have to be taken on the range and enjoyed. Therefore once I had confirmed
the rifle to be safe, I fitted a scope and a standard AR15 magazine and headed of to the range.
The first issue to be identified was the rifle would not feed the right hand round from the magazine, only the left, plus
the bolt cocks on closing and therefore requires that extra force similar to that found on a Lee Enfield to close the bolt.
An obvious fault was the safety catch, apply a continual on/off pressure and it would fail. Another issue that was
highlighted on the test, that was not immediately apparent was the muzzle break. The pepper pot design has vents
located 360° around the circumference, which was fine shooting of a bench, kneeling or standing, but shooting prone
displaced considerable debris to the detriment of the shooter and those either side of him. Once the scope was zeroed,
I fed single rounds and the rifle shot surprisingly well from the bench, fully supported, as can be seen with this 14mm
group at 100 yards.
Barrel & Muzzle Break
The barrel is a stepped design similar to that found on the Mauser K98. It is 495mm long, is threaded at the muzzle for
a muzzle break and further along the barrel, 190mm from the muzzle to secure the handguard. Internally the bore is
in pristine condition and the rifling has a 1 in 8 twist, however externally the barrels finish is oil blacked which means
it has a limited protective finish. Fitting of the barrel is traditional, being screwed into the upper receiver.
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The original muzzle break as shown on the left is a 360° vented pepper pot
design. It was difficult to assess it effectiveness as recoil from a .223 is minimal,
however if shot close to the ground it generated a considerable amount of
debris and therefore I would consider it a poor design. As I planned to shoot this
rifle, I had a replica made that had vents at 180° as seen on the right.
The forend as seen below, is an black anodised aluminium tubular design,
275mm in length. It is threaded at the front end with the rear securing to the
upper receiver and the front securing to the barrel. This layout prevents the
barrel from floating, but does make for a strong design. This design concept may
be prudent as midway and at the bottom of the forend is a threaded plate which
passes through the forend and accepts a standard Parker Hale
spigot mount and bipod.
Upper Receiver
The upper receiver is a steel flat sided receiver which is 210mm long
including the tang. It is a substantial, strong component and I surmise that it is machined from a solid steel ingot. It is secured to the
lower receiver using a traditional front and rear master screw. The
front screw passes through the lower receiver and secures into the
recoil lug. The rear screw passes through the AR15 style pistol grip,
through the trigger mechanism and into the upper receiver tang.
The upper receivers fit into the lower receiver is very precise and highlights the high level
of engineer quality.
The lower or under face of the upper receiver
consists of the recoil lug, the magazine recess, three lugs either side of the magazine
recess and the Parker Hale 1200TX trigger
unit. The three lugs either side of the magazine recess are for a magazine housing that is
for the Parker Hale CGP (Cadet general purpose rifle, see relevant
armourers report). The TX1200 trigger is secured with a front pin
and the rear master screw. Whilst the trigger is a 1200TX model it
is modified slightly. The TX safety catch has been removed and the
rear of the trigger has had a spur added which engages with the
safety catch located on the lower receiver. The left side of the
receiver is very clean with only the bolt guide/release catch.
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The right side of the receiver has equally clean and has
uncluttered lines with only the ejection port and the gas
vent. The top of the receiver is fitted with a steel zero moa
scope rail which runs the full length of the receiver and is
secured by two screws.
At the rear of the receiver is the tang and in the top of the
tang is a channel which permits the passage of the bolt
cocking piece. To the right is the recess where the bolt
handle engages when the bolt is fully locked. I would also
surmise that this recess would also act as a safety lug should the locking lugs fail.
Bolt Assembly
The GP24 bolt assembly is unique in Parker Hale terms as it uses rear and multiple locking lugs similar to that found on
the Steyr 69 rifle. With
the exception of post war
military target rifle conversions, all centre-fire
Parker Hale rifles used
the Mauser style action
and therefore the GP24
was a major move away
from this type of action.
The GP24 is a completely
new design as the Mauser bolt with its large front locking
lugs and claw extractor would not be practical in this type
of rifle. The bolt face consists of a plunger
ejector/extractor and immediately behind the bolt face is
the gas vent. Along the left side of the bolt body is the
channel for the bolt guide/stop/release, however despite
being a new design, the bolt shroud has many visual
similarities to the same Remington manufactured part on
the US Springfield 1903 rifle. It still retains the guide for
the flag safety but the catch cannot be fitted as the shaft
has been blanked off. The shroud /firing pin assembly can
be removed in the same manner as the 1903 model, by compressing the safety plunger located on the left side of the
shroud as seen in the image above.
When the bolt is lifted, the firing pin is withdrawn and when the bolt handle strikes the cam on the receiver, primary
extraction takes place. As the bolt is withdrawn the extractor retains the empty case on the bolt face until the bolt
clears the ejection port and the ejector, ejects the empty case clear of the rifle. Continual rearward movement of the
bolt is arrested when the bolt stop strikes the end of the guide channel.
Forward movement of the bolt strips the next cartridge from the magazine, up the feed ramp and into the chamber.
On the bolt shroud, the shroud plunger is depressed, the cocking piece is retained on the sear and in the last quarter
inch of bolt travel the cartridge is fully chambered, the ejector is compressed, the extractor overrides the cartridge rim
and the bolt is allowed to rotate, locking the bolt into battery. With the bolt fully closed, the bent at the rear of
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bolt is aligned with the cocking piece, therefore when the sear is released, the cocking
piece/firing pin can move forward under the influence of the firing pin spring and strike
the cartridge primer.
Magazine
One of the fundamental faults of this prototype rifle is its inability to feed from a standard
NATO AR-15 magazine. Initial research highlighted it would only feed the right hand
cartridge and override the left. Magazine seating is critical, it must be the exact height, so
the bolt face slides precisely between the magazine lips with a tolerance of 0.5mm or less.
Touch the magazine lips and the bolt will damage the magazine, too much clearance and
the bolt face will not engage the rim of the cartridge and therefore fails to feed reliably.
My initial attempts to test the rifles capability to feed was to use a single shot magazine
platform or a single shot insert as you can
see with this AR-15 Bob Sled. In both cases
the rifle fed and chambered without fault.
The solution was to develop a AR15 style
magazine with single stack feed, however
there is nothing on the market, therefore
the solution was to develop a “carrier” magazine where a CZ 527 five round .223 magazine could be supported by the carrier.
Critical features are as per a normal magazine, correct height and cartridge presentation angle.
Lower Receiver
Unlike the upper receiver, the lower receiver is manufactured from aluminium and supports the magazine, magazine
catch, trigger guard, safety catch, pistol grip and butt assembly.
The butt assembly is an early A1 style, assembles in the same
way and more recent models do not fit. The pistol grip again
is an early AR style and secures in exactly the same manner.
The trigger guard is integral and machined as part of the
lower receiver. The safety catch is on the left, passes through
the lower receiver and is not ambidextrous. The safety catch
is a detented shaft with a flat the corresponds with the spur
on the trigger. When the safety is applied, the full diameter
of the shaft is aligned with the spur and no movement is
permitted. When safety is disengaged, the flat face is presented, giving the trigger further room to manoeuvre and
therefore releasing the sear. The magazine catch is the same
as the early model AR15.
The upper receiver and it locking lug, neatly drops straight
into the lower receiver. Master screws passing through the
locking lug and the pistol grip secures the two assemblies
together.
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Range trials
I like to collect rifles, but I am not a collector in the true sense. This is a prototype rifle and in my mind it was being built
with the intention of being a production gun. Therefore it is my intention to see that concept through to a successful
conclusion, but in such a way that the rifle can be reverted back to its prototype stage if required. The muzzle break
and magazine are prime examples, which can both can be removed and the original parts refitted.

The picture above shows the rifle with the new single stack magazine and the new muzzle break. The 2nd range trail
was to test these items and whilst the muzzle break was a success, however the magazine and the ammunition was
less successful. I found that the heavier, longer 69gr HPBT
bullets struggled to feed reliably as the bullets hollow point tip
would catch the chamber face. FMJ bullets with a round profile tip, would feed reliably but the only FMJ’s I could obtain
was 55gr Sierra’s, where accuracy would be questionable.
However I continued to load a few FMJ cartridge as cycling
with dummy rounds proved successful.
On the range the few Sierra’s 55gr FMJ that I loaded up for
trials where a dismal failure. Not only did they not reliably
feed, but the 1 in 8 twist rate was not conducive to accuracy
with group’s at a poor 3.5 inches. Therefore my initial attempts at solving the magazine issue was not going well and it
was back to the drawing board. The CZ527 magazine I used as
a single stack solution required replacing and there was none
available in the UK or anywhere else for that matter, as the US
was hoarding most of the worlds shooting material. I still
wanted to shoot the rifle in the interim and therefore I reverted back to the single shot bob sled.
In preparation for the next range day I fitted a Pecar 4-10x44
scope which was more in keeping with the rifle’s age and
headed back of to the range to zero and group using Sierra
69gr bullets, which I’d used in the very early initial range tests.
Once the scope was zeroed, I fed single rounds, using the original load, from the bench and fully supported, and as can
be seen with this 19mm group at 100 yards I shot a similar group to the earlier initial range test.
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Summary
This was the first time I took the plunge for a high risk prototype and preproduction rifle. With the serial No 001 the rifle is remarkably free from preproduction faults, with only two noticeable issues, the safety catch and the
inability to feed from a NATO STANAG 5.56mm magazine. The safety catch
would require only minor alteration, that would cost a few pence to modify, but
the magazine was a more serious concern and would more require more costly
design alterations to elevate the magazine into a position where it would feed
successfully. Alternatively, introduce a single stack magazine may be a successful option but would be less desirable and more costly than the plentiful AR15
magazine.
As I had a limited budget in the hundreds of pounds rather than the tens of
thousands, I purchased an off-the-shelve single stack magazine, designed and machined an adapter to allow it to fit
the AR15 style magazine well. Whilst the adaptor worked, I couldn't get the feed angle correct on the first attempt as

the magazine platform would lower as the round was projected out of the magazine, in turn causing the bullet tip to
jam just below the chamber face. Therefore more work is required to secure a solution to this problem.
Shooting the rifle is a similar experience to the AR type rifles in terms of handling, magazine operation etc. However,
as a bolt action rifle, it is my opinion that the rifle would benefit from the bolt cocking on opening action rather than
on closing.
In my opinion this is a good rifle and had it made it to production would have been reasonably successful in markets
such as the UK, where semi automatic rifles are forbidden. It is a pleasure to shoot, is accurate and therefore in the
commercial world I would have seen the CZ 527 as the main competitor with the AR magazine giving the GP24 the
edge. In the governmental markets I don't really see an opening in the military market, but maybe in Police forces
where semi automatics are seen as aggressive there may have been an opening. However times change and in today's
Police markets, military weapons are in favour and therefore the GP24 would struggle to find a niche.
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